
STORIES OF HOPE 

Imagine the heartbreak that comes with a diagnosis of diabetes,  
then multiple by four for all the members of the Foisy family of  
Peabody, Mass.:

1. Mark, the dad, diagnosed with type 2 diabetes about 15 years ago 
at age 31. 

2. Megan, 13, with type 1 diabetes on July 1, 2004.

3. Kim, the mom, two months later. “It was initially misdiagnosed as 
type 2,” she says. “Now they say it’s a mix of type 1 and type 2. I had 
gestational diabetes with both kids, so I knew something was going to 
happen eventually.” 

4. Markie (Mark Jr.), 10, with type 1 diabetes on August 1, 2006.  
“He was happy – happy that he was now like the rest of his family,” his  
mom says.

All four use an insulin pump, and both kids use a continuous glucose monitor. The family also keeps a blood glucose 
monitor in every room of the house.

“When other people see what we go through, they’re in awe, but it’s so normal to us now,” Kim says.

Kim grew up in a family with diabetes, so Megan’s diagnosis was painfully familiar. 

“I thought my whole world was going to fall apart,” she recalls. “I was the sister of two diabetics, and now I was 
living my mother’s life.”  

A member of a college nursing faculty, Kim knew that a family history 
of diabetes increases the risk of developing diabetes, so she had been 
on watch from the day her children were born. After Megan’s diagnosis,  
Markie tested positive for the antibodies associated with development of 
type 1 diabetes. 

“We knew he was going to get it. Both of our kids had flu-like symptoms before they were diagnosed,” she says, 
noting that a virus likely triggered a misguided immune response that destroyed their bodies’ ability to produce insulin. 
“We caught both kids early on. Markie was 4. Megan was 5.”

Once all four had diabetes, the family became active with the American Diabetes Association. They attended activities 
that gave their children a chance to be around other kids with diabetes. Kim joined more than 200 others from across 
the country on a trip to Washington, D.C., to share their stories with Congress and help the Association advocate for 
funding of diabetes research.

The whole family volunteers every year at the Association’s Step Out: Walk to Stop Diabetes and Tour de Cure biking 
event. Megan and Markie have organized a School Walk for Diabetes and a Dimes for Diabetes campaign.

At the Association’s Family Link events, Kim and Mark support parents of newly diagnosed children and encourage 
them to get involved in the Association while Megan and Markie help the new kids have fun with friends who know 
what it’s like to have diabetes.  

“The best adventure of our lives is increasing awareness about diabetes,” Kim says.  

Both Foisy children also have attended diabetes camp, where having diabetes is “normal” and they often take new 
steps in caring for themselves.

“Megan learned how to change her pump site and how to draw up her own insulin,” Kim says. “She has learned so 
much there. And she loves being with people like her.” 

In fact, Megan actually embraces that having and managing diabetes is an integral part of who she is. 

“It’s her way of life,” her mother explains. “She says, ‘Diabetes defines me. I don’t think I’d want a cure now.’”   

Find local opportunities to increase awareness and support the search for a cure at diabetes.org/in-my-community.
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